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Dear Reader,

In a rapidly changing world, a world where 
catastrophic news stories are dominating 
most of our information intake every 
day, good news stories are exemptions 
and when stumbling upon, somewhat of 
a surprise. I find it extremely important 
to always find the positive stories next to 
all the terrible things that are happening. 
When we are only consuming apocalyptic 
news 24/7, we become blunt, stop listening 
and pay attention, as our brains are 
overstimulated. We can feel helpless and 
small and the pressing issues too big for 
us to tackle alone. If, on the other hand, 
we are escaping reality and ignoring what 
is actually happening in the world today 
and stop any acknowledgement of news 
altogether, we risk losing our empathy for 
others and become disconnected from our 
community around us, who are aware of 
the events that are currently going on.
This means that now it is more important 
than ever, to inform and get informed 
in a balanced way, staying in the centre 
between both extremes. Studies such as 
‘Negativity drives online news consumption’ 
by Nature Human Behavior (2023) have 
shown that news headlines with a negative 
trigger word, are more likely to be clicked 
on. This leads media and newspapers to 
create more clickable headlines and can 
threaten journalistic impartiality. 

This magazine explores a theme and 
subtopics through various articles, hoping 
to inform in a balanced way.
’Plastic pollution’ has been a trigger word for 
more than three decades. I have personal 
childhood memories of news coverage in 
2010 on plastic waste in our oceans similar 
and the Great Pacific Garbage Patch 
(BBC, 2010).

Reusing materials, or waste as most 
call it, has been something I have been 
experimenting with for over 10 years. When 
I was younger I designed and built tables 
out of old bicycle wheels and car tyres. 

I remember my older sister telling me stories 
about how she was dumpster diving to save 
perfectly good food from supermarket bins. 
For her, this was a form of activism and 
challenging the system, but also feeding 
herself whilst on a student loan.
For the past two years, during my second 
and third year of studying  

 
 

 I have been exploring single-use 
plastics in combination with wood to create 
sculptural furniture. 
I have been collecting single-use plastic in 
my neighbourhood, cleaning it and then 
creating a new material, that I could mould 
and shape using woodworking tools. The 
discoveries I made using this highly versatile 
material, and the response I received led 
me to delve deeper into the topic for the 
purpose of this dissertation. 

What do reused materials communicate? 
Have they been misused for green 
marketing strategies and greenwashing 
or have they become part of an honest 
attempt to change the way we design and 
make things? 
In the first part, three articles explore the 
birth of plastic and what it meant to the 
furniture industry, planned obsolescence 
(the method of intentionally designing 
something of short life span, leading to be 
replaced frequently) and green marketing. 
In the second part, two articles will 
question consumer priorities in this matter 
and the chance for designers and makers 
to create sustainable furniture on a small 
scale, including two interviews with three 
designer-makers based in Dundee and 
Glasgow.

I hope you find these stories interesting, 
informative and engaging. Maybe even 
leading to giving more thought to our built 
environment and interiors.

I hope you find these stories interesting, informative and engaging. 
Maybe even leading to giving more thought to our built environment and interiors.

Camillo Feuchter, 2024, 
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!"#$%&#&'&()&'*+',"-#.*(+/#*0#/&1,-"#2"/#32"4025$4(,"-6#32$&(,2+1#%2'&#2+.271#
8+27&/#2#8,'*$2+#(*+&#,"#1%28,"-#$%&#,"/41$(791#

/,(&5$,*":#;3*"-#$%&1&#32$&(,2+16#8+21$,51#%2'&#
(,1&"#$*#8(*3,"&"5&#21#2#'&(12$,+&#2"/#2$#$%&#
$,3&#,""*'2$,'&#*8$,*"#0*(#04(",$4(&6#8(*/45$#
2"/#,"$&(,*(#/&1,-":#<+21$,5#3*4+/&/#04(",$4(&#
8,&5&1#%2'&#=&5*3&#/&1,-"#,5*"16#*$%&(1#$%&#
&3=*/,3&"$#*0#8**(#/&1,-"#2+$%*4-%#1&++,"-#.,$%#
-(&2$#1455&11:

>4$#+&$91#1$2($#2$#$%&#=&-,"","-:#

?%&#%,1$*(7#*0#8+21$,51#/2$&1#=25@#$*#$%&#AB$%#
5&"$4(7#.%&"#C*%"#D&1+&7#E72$$#/&'&+*8&/#$%&#
first synthetic plastic, celluloid, in 1869 (Rhodes, 
FGABH:#!",$,2++7#5(&2$&/#21#2#14=1$,$4$&#0*(#,'*(7#
,"#=,++,2(/#=2++16#5&++4+*,/#1**"#0*4"/#288+,52$,*"1#
,"#2#.,/&#(2"-&#*0#8(*/45$16#,"5+4/,"-#5*3=16#
photographic film, 
2"/#=4$$*"1:#!"#$%&#
3,/)ABGG1#D&("&(#
'*"#I,&3&"1#0*4"/#
$%2$#$%&#(4==&(#
-4$$2)8&(5%26#2#
"2$4(2+#8+21$,56#
5*4+/#=&#41&/#$*#
,"14+2$&#4"/&(1&2#
$&+&-(28%#52=+&1#
(Picker, 2008). 
?%,1#32(@&/#
$%&#=&-,"","-#
*0#2#"&.#&(2#,"#
32$&(,2+#,""*'2$,*"6#
.%&(&#32")32/&#
14=1$2"5&1#5*4+/#
3,3,5#"2$4(2+#
32$&(,2+1#2"/#
/4&#$*#8(&5,1,*"#
8(*/45$,*"#2"/#
5(&2$,*"6#&'&"#
8&(0*(3#=&$$&(#,"#
1*3&#.271#$%2"#
"2$4(2+#32$&(,2+1:

>4$#.%2$#&J25$+7#,1#8+21$,5K#?%&#.*(/#8+21$,5#
*(,-,"2++7#/&15(,=&/#1*3&$%,"-#$%2$#,1#8+,2=+&:#
L"+7#2#0&.#/&52/&1#2-*#,$#=&523&#$%&#$&(3#
/&15(,=,"-#2#52$&-*(7#*0#32$&(,2+16#.%,5%#2(&#

52++&/#8*+73&(1:#<*+73&(1#&J,1$#2++#2(*4"/#41#,"#
$%&#"2$4(2+#.*(+/6#145%#21#5&++4+*1&#.%,5%#32@&1#
48#$%&#.2++1#*0#8+2"$#5&++1:#<*+73&(1#5*"1,1$#*0#
3*"*3&(16#$%&#132++&1$#3*+&54+2(#=4,+/,"-#=+*5@1:#
M*+&54+&1#*0#$%&#123&#$78&#52"#=&#2//&/#$*#
more polymers infinitely, like a chain-link in a 
chain (Olatunji, O. 2022). When heated, the 
1$(,"-)+,@&#1$(45$4(&#,1#32++&2=+&6#5%2"-,"-#1%28&#
2"/#*"5&#5**+&/#(&$2,","-#,$:#?%,1#3&2"$#$%2$#
opportunities suddenly became almost infinite, 
21#$%,1#"&.#32$&(,2+#5*4+/#=&#1%28&/#,"#2+3*1$#
&'&(7#.27#8*11,=+&:#

!"#$%&#&2(+7#FG$%#5&"$4(76#8+21$,51#=&-2"#$*#
32@&#$%&,(#32(@#,"#$%&#.*(+/#*0#/&1,-":#>2@&+,$&6#
/&'&+*8&/#=7#N&*#>2@&+2"/#,"#ABGO6#.21#2#
ground-breaking discovery (Karraker, 2022). 
?%,1#$%&(3*1&$$,"-#8+21$,5#5*4+/#=&#3*4+/&/#,"$*#
'2(,*41#0*(31#2"/#5*+*4(16#32@,"-#,$#2#02'*4(,$&#

5%*,5&#0*(#32"7#
/&1,-"&(1:#
>2@&+,$&91#
41&#&J$&"/&/#
$*#(2/,*16#
$&+&8%*"&16#
2"/#@,$5%&"#
288+,2"5&16#
$(2"10*(3,"-#
=*$%#8(*/45$#
2"/#,"$&(,*(#
/&1,-":

?%&#20$&(32$%#
*0#D*(+/#D2(#
!!#.,$"&11&/#
a significant 
=**3#,"#8+21$,5#
8(*/45$,*":#?%,1#
8&(,*/#12.#$%&#
&3&(-&"5&#*0#
"&.#8+21$,51#

+,@&#8*+7&$%7+&"&#2"/#8*+78(*87+&"&6#.%,5%#.&(&#
,"&J8&"1,'&#$*#8(*/45&#2"/#%,-%+7#2/28$2=+&:#;#
5%2"-&#*0#/,(&5$,*"#$*#$%&#3211#5*"143&(#32(@&$#
.21#=(,"-,"-#?488&(.2(&#2"/#<P?#=*$$+&16#.%,5%#
5*4+/#%*+/#8(&114(&#0(*3#52(=*"2$&/#/(,"@1#2"/#
.&(&#',($42++7#4"=(&2@2=+&:#?*/276#&'&(7#3,"4$&#
2(*4"/#*"&#3,++,*"#8+21$,5#=*$$+&1#2(&#84(5%21&/6#
globally (Scarr & Hernandez, 2019). 

HO<(07=6%%9(C%"1A=%='(&#88%&'3#=D
P7''A(!%"&@A(?#8/(5A889(&AD(QRS,D

(%)*+,-.%
J%&B&8%6(C8A2'3&(2)3"8(T6%'A38UD( %



<+21$,51#2(&#&'&(7.%&(&#2"/#.&#
5*3&#,"#5*"$25$#.,$%#,$#,"#2+3*1$#
&'&(7#/2,+7#+,0&#1,$42$,*":
?%&#ABQG1)RG1#8+21$,5#&48%*(,2#
18,++&/#*'&(#$*#04(",$4(&#/&1,-"&(16#
145%#21#;3&(,52"#/&1,-"&(1#
Charles and Ray Eames, who 
2(&#1&&"#21#1*3&#*0#$%&#3*1$#
infl uential designers of the 20th 
5&"$4(7:#?%&7#528,$2+,1&/#*"#
$%&1&#/&'&+*83&"$16#5(&2$,"-#
,5*",5#04(",$4(&#8,&5&1#145%#21#
$%&#P23&1#<+21$,5#S%2,(:#?%&1&#
,""*'2$,*"1#(&'*+4$,*",1&/#
04(",$4(&#/&1,-"#4"$,+#$*/27:#
(Icon, 2023). Their approach 
.21#4$,+,$2(,2"#2"/#$%&,(#32J,3#
.21#T$*#32@&#$%&#=&1$#0*(#$%&#
most for the least’(Cook, 2017). 
?%,1#=&523&#3*1$#$(4&#0*(#$%&#
<+21$,5#M*4+/&/#5%2,(1#21#$%&7#

became the ‘fi rst mass-produced 
8+21$,5#5%2,(1#,"#$%&#%,1$*(7#*0#
04(",$4(&9#255*(/,"-#$*#U,$(2#
(2023).
Another widely recognized 
173=*+#*0#4$,+,$2(,2"#04(",$4(&#
/&1,-"#,1#$%&#M*"*=+*5#5%2,(V#
2#1,"-+&)8,&5&6#3211)8(*/45&/6#
aff ordable and therefore 
/&3*5(2$,5#8+21$,5#5%2,(#$%2$#
,1#$%&#3*1$#1*+/#2"/#1*3&#127#
$%&#3*1$#%2$&/#5%2,(#,"#$%&#
world. While it is aff ordable, 
32@,"-#,$#2'2,+2=+&#$*#$%&#
3211&16#,$#,1#32/&#0(*3#',(-,"#
8+21$,5#2"/#,1#4"141$2,"2=+&:#!$#
+25@1#/4(2=,+,$7#2"/#+*"-&',$76#
+&2/,"-#$*#0(&W4&"$#(&8+25&3&"$6#
.%,5%#,1#2#$(&"/#25(*11#8(*/45$#
2"/#04(",$4(&#/&1,-"#$*#@&&8#
$%&#5*"143&(#=47,"-#$%&#123&#

product perpetually (Kullmann, 
FGFGH:#?%,1#288(*25%#$*#
designing furniture, objects and 
8(*/45$1#%21#(&'&2+&/#,$1&+0#
$*#=&#%,-%+7#8(*=+&32$,5#,"#
$&(31#*0#(&1*4(5&#2"/#&"&(-7#
5*"1438$,*":

<+21$,5#%21#32"7#2/'2"$2-&1#
2"/#%21#+&/#$*#3211,'&#+&281#,"#
3&/,52+#2/'2"5&3&"$1:#;0$&(#
.*(@,"-#.,$%#$%&#32$&(,2+#0*(#$%&#
821$#5*48+&#*0#7&2(1#2"/#+**@,"-#
2$#$%&#32$&(,2+91#8(*8&($,&1#
objectively, I could identify 
&'())#8*1,$,'&#2$$(,=4$&1#$%2$#
32@&#8+21$,51#145%#2"#288&2+,"-#
32$&(,2+#0*(#/&1,-"&(1#$*#.*(@#
.,$%:

!"#$%
J%C83&A(#/(LA1%2(!8A2'3&(;@A3"

*&+,-./),0)1&,2+(,&'),-+1&,2+(,&'),3).1&4,
5++/,6789:;,.0+<&,=.>,.?@,5'.(3)1,A.-)1
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/.B3.1&CD1,.(),)E&()-)3>,
F)(1.&C3),.1,&')>,D.?,
0),-+<3@)@,C?&+,
.?,)?@3)11,.((.>,+2,
1'.G)1H,1CI)1H,.?@,
textures. This fl exibility 
.33+J)@,@)1CK?)(1,&+,
G<1',&')C(,D().&CF),
F)(1.&C3C&>H,G(+@<DC?K,
<?CL<),.?@,C??+F.&CF),
GC)D)1,&'.&,J)(),
G()FC+<13>,<?&'C?/.03)M

1.Plastics can off er 
)ED)G&C+?.3,@<(.0C3C&>H,
)?1<(C?K,&'.&,2<(?C&<(),
.?@,G(+@<D&1,.(),
-.@),2+(,.,3C2)&C-)M,
N'C1,3+?K)FC&>,D+<3@,
()@<D),&'),?))@,2+(,
2()L<)?&,()G3.D)-)?&1,
.?@,)F)?,-C?C-C1),
J.1&),0<&,C1,-+(),
+2&)?,D+?&(C0<&C?K,
&+,&'),+GG+1C&),
.?@,D().&C?K,3+?KO
3.1&C?K,)?FC(+?-)?&.3,
@.-.K)M

3.B3.1&CD1,()-.C?,.,
cost-eff ective choice 
6P,.-,D+33)D&C?K,
G3.1&CD1,C?,&'),
D+--<?C&>,.?@,
&')()2+(),2());H,-./C?K,
J)33O@)1CK?)@,.?@,
2<?D&C+?.3,GC)D)1,
.DD)11C03),&+,.,
JC@)(,.<@C)?D)M,N'C1,
aff ordability can 
@)-+D(.&C1),@)1CK?H,
.33+JC?K,-+(),G)+G3),
&+,<1),G(+@<D&1,.?@,
2<(?C&<()M

;1#8+21$,51#=&523&#3*(&#4=,W)
4,$*416#&"',(*"3&"$2+#5*"5&("1#
=&-2"#$*#14(025&:#?%&#/4(2)
=,+,$7#2"/#+*"-&',$7#*0#8+21$,516#
*"5&#5&+&=(2$&/6#=&523&#2#
/(2.=25@#21#$%&7#5*"$(,=4$&/#
$*#8*++4$,*"#2"/#.21$&:#T<+21$,5#
.21$&#52"#$2@&#2"7.%&(&#0(*3#
FG#$*#RGG#7&2(1#$*#/&5*38*1&6#
2"/#&'&"#$%&"6#,$#"&'&(#04++7#/,1)
appears; it just gets smaller and 
smaller’ (UN, 2021). The design 
,"/41$(7#=&-2"#$*#(&)&'2+42$&#
,$1#5%*,5&1#2"/#1&&@#141$2,"2=+&#
2+$&("2$,'&1:#
?%,1#+&/#$*#2#
(&"&.&/#0*541#
*"#=,*/&)
-(2/2=+&#2"/#
(&575+2=+&#
8+21$,516#*0)

0&(,"-#%*8&#0*(#2#-(&&"&(#04$4(&##
(Al-Salem, 2019).
?%&#=&-,"","-1#*0#8+21$,51#,"#$%&#
04(",$4(&6#8(*/45$6#2"/#,"$&(,*(#
/&1,-"#,"/41$(7#.&(&#32(@&/#=7#
,""*'2$,*"#2"/#5(&2$,',$7:#X(*3#
&2(+7#8,*"&&(1#+,@&#>2@&+,$&#$*#
$%&#/&1,-"&(1#P23&196#8+21$,51#
%2'&#8+27&/#2"#&11&"$,2+#
(*+&#,"#1%28,"-#$%&#/&1,-"#
+2"/1528&:#D%,+&#&"',(*"3&"$2+#
5*"5&("1#%2'&#8(*38$&/#2#(&)
&'2+42$,*"6#8+21$,51#5*"$,"4&#$*#
=&#"&5&112(7#,"#5&($2,"#218&5$1#

*0#+,0&:#M*/&("#3&/,5,"&#
2/'2"5&3&"$1#2(&#5+*1&+7#+,"@&/#
$*#$%&#32$&(,2+:#

>4$#$%&(&#%21#=&&"#2#3*'&#
2.27#0(*3#',(-,"#8+21$,51#,"#
2(&21#.%&(&#$%&(&#2(&#*$%&(#
*8$,*"16#41,"-#(&575+&/#8+21$,56#
bio-plastics or a diff erent 
32$&(,2+#2+$*-&$%&(6#32,"+7#/4&#
$*#2#84=+,5#841%#2"/#8(&114(&#
0*(#-(&&"&(6#3*(&#141$2,"2=+&#
8(*/45$1:

*B3.1&CD,J.1&),D.?,&./),.?>J')(),2(+-,78,&+,#88,>).(1,
&+,@)D+-G+1)H,.?@,)F)?,&')?H,C&,?)F)(,2<33>,@C1.GG).(1Q,
C&,R<1&,K)&1,1-.33)(,.?@,1-.33)(4 6STH,7879;
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Q0'))$4*(>#(0$#5$)5$*"#*'*
4$0">$%'&$*#&%'&$,6*$;/0(6$4*
>6*;')32'5&3%$%#*')4*

4$#",)$%#*&(*$)#3%$*&:'&*/%(435&#*
:'=$*'*0";"&$4*0"2$#/')?*E:"#*
/%'5&"5$*$)#3%$#*&:'&*5()#3;$%#*
1"00*)$$4*&(*%$/0'5$*&:$"%*"&$;#*
#(()$%8*4%"="),*4$;')4*2(%*)$1*
products and boosting profits 
2(%*;')32'5&3%$%#*')4*/0'6"),*
')*";/(%&')&*%(0$*")*4';',"),*
(3%*$)="%();$)&*&:%(3,:*
(=$%5()#3;/&"()*()*&:$*(&:$%*
:')4?*@%"&"),*&:"#*"#*%$'0"#"),*
&:'&*1$*'#*4$#",)$%#*5'%%6*:3,$*
%$#/()#">"0"&"$#*&(*)(&*2(00(1*&:"#*
:",:06*Z3$#&"()'>0$*$&:(#?

9)*(3%*5()#3;$%X4%"=$)*#(5"$&68*
1$*:'=$*>$5(;$*'553#&(;$4*&(*
%$/0'5"),*(3%*,'4,$&#8*'//0"')5$#8*
')4*50(&:"),*2'%*;(%$*2%$Z3$)&06*
&:')*/%$="(3#*,$)$%'&"()#?*@:"0$*
&$5:)(0(,"5'0*'4=')5$;$)&#*
:'=$*3)4(3>&$406*";/%(=$4*(3%*
0"=$#8*'*5()5$%)"),*&%$)4*:'#*
$;$%,$4^*4$#",)$%#*5%$'&"),*
#"),0$X3#$*/%(435&#*')4*/%'5&"#"),*
/0'))$4*(>#(0$#5$)5$?*E:"#*'%&"50$*

4$0=$#*")&(*&:$*"##3$*(2*&:$#$*
3)#3#&'")'>0$*4$#",)*/%'5&"5$#8*
&:$"%*";/'5&*()*&:$*$)="%();$)&*
')4*#(5"$&68*')4*&:$*/(&$)&"'0*&(*
2(#&$%*;(%$*%$#/()#">0$*4$#",)?

E:$*&$%;*G#"),0$X3#$I*:'#*>$5(;$*
(;)"/%$#$)&*")*(3%*4'"06*0"=$#?*
From disposable razors and coffee 
53/#*&(*5:$'/06*;'4$*&(6#8*&:$*
market is flooded with products 
&:'&*'%$*4$#",)$4*&(*>$*3#$4*
()5$*')4*&:$)*4"#5'%4$4?*E:"#*
&:%(1'1'6*530&3%$*"#*)(&*()06*
1'#&$230*>3&*'0#(*4$&%";$)&'0*&(*
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Technological Obsolescence means, 
that new versions of products with 
minor improvements or changes are 
released that make older models seem 
outdated or incompatible with new 
technology. Both have far-reaching 
consequences for consumers, the 
environment, and society as a whole 
(Pope, 2017).

The Environmental Impact of this 
is huge, the continuous production 
and disposal of short-lived products 
contribute to resource depletion, 
increased waste, and energy 
consumption. This not only harms 
the environment but according to 
Guiltinan (2009) also exacerbates 
climate change.

Planned obsolescence can trap 
consumers in a cycle of constant 
consumption, as they are forced to 
replace products prematurely. This can 
perpetuate a culture of debt (Bulow, 
1986). This design and marketing 
practice has many faces all of which 
are very problematic for consumers, 
society and the environment.

The constant pursuit of the latest 
gadgets and fashion trends driven 
by planned obsolescence fosters 
a culture of consumerism. This 
emphasis on materialism can lead to 
feelings of inadequacy, promoting an 
unsustainable and unfulfilling way of 
life   (Hellmann and Luedicke, 2018).

To address the problems associated 
with single-use products and 
planned obsolescence, a shift 
towards responsible design needs to 
happen. From the issues of planned 
obsolescence to economic, societal 
and environmental factors, some 
things can be done to tackle the 
problem. If one were to flip the issue 
on its head, conclusions for solutions 
could be drawn.

Designers could 
prioritize the use 
of sustainable and 
biodegradable 
materials, reducing the 
environmental impact 
of products from 
production to disposal.

Products could 
be designed with 
longevity in mind, 
featuring easily 
replaceable parts 
and accessible repair 
options, allowing 
consumers to extend 
the lifespan of their 
possessions.

Manufacturers could 
be transparent about 
a product’s expected 
lifespan and provide 
information on how to 
care for and repair it.

Governments and 
industry bodies could 
implement regulations 
to discourage 
planned obsolescence, 
such as requiring 
manufacturers to 
provide longer 
warranties or 
imposing penalties for 
unsustainable design 
practices.

In a small survey conducted among 
15 Design Students (age 18-25) at the 

 in November 
2023, 71% found the environmental 
impact an important factor when 
designing (Survey 1, 2023). The 
question is, why not everyone would 
see this to be important? This survey 
is too small to be representative 
across all design practices and 
disciplines but shows a trend of the 
majority of design students showing 
awareness around the topic, but 
also a conflict of interest in terms of 
costs versus environmental impact. 
The affordability was what brought 
success to the Eames Plastic Chair 
which allowed for a distribution to the 
masses.

In the same survey 80%, stated that 
longevity and durability are important 
to their design. This can be seen as 
a crucial part of sustainable design 
(Survey 1, 2023).
 
The prevalence of single-use products 
and planned obsolescence represents 
a significant challenge for our society 
and planet. It is on designers and 
manufacturers, but also governments 
and consumers to create a culture of 
responsible design and consumption. 
Sustainability, durability and longevity 
should be a priority when it comes to 
designing. 
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The Consumer View
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Diff erent priorities
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Eco Furniture 
and

Makers
Chances for small 

sustainable businesses

Over the past months, 
I have been fortunate 
to meet some amazing 

makers and designers. During 
a design sprint at the V&A 
Dundee at the beginning of 
2023 I spoke to the founders 
of the design initiative Thing 
Thing from Seattle, USA. 
Their studio creates colourful 
sculptures from single-use 
plastic and also educates 
people about plastic waste 
through workshops.
On the same occasion, I 
attended an inspirational talk 

by Ally Mitchell, founder of 
Ocean Plastic Pots who creates 
flower pots from Ocean Waste. 
During the Plastic: Remaking 
Our World exhibition at the 
V&A Dundee I came into 
contact with Will Jenkinson and 
Aaron Cork, founders of Still 
Life, who create handcrafted 
furniture using local hardwood 
and single-use plastic. 
I met Aymeric Renoud who 
founded Draff Studios and is 
creating unique furniture using 
waste from the brewing and 
distilling process (called Draff).

All of the above use waste 
materials, trying to make… 
better. Their sustainable 
products are not sustainable 
for marketing purposes, but 
because it is essential to who 
they are and what they make.
For this dissertation, I had the 
pleasure of interviewing both 
Aymeric from Draff Studio and 
Will and Aaron from Still Life.
I was interested; what drives 
Aymeric, Aaron and Will? 
What does sustainability mean 
to them? How do they see the 
world?
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Aymeric Renoud, portrait at the 
71 Brewing premises where his 

new workshop will be.
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Still Life Studios
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Circular Economy
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Plastics play a signifi cant role in 
the world of design, but also in 
the world itself. The fi rst euphoria 

of unimaginable and limitless uses of 
this material has been followed by 
a big outcry over the environmental 
implications of the material. Though it 
was not necessarily the material itself, 
but more the way it has been used. 
Plastics brought huge advancements in 
medicine saving uncountable lives. On 
the other hand, it causes great harm to 
people, animals and our environment 
with millions of tons ending up in nature 
every year and microplastics being 
within and all around us. Plastic led to 
mass production of furniture allowing 
for cheaper costs and selling furniture 
such as the Eames plastic chair and the 
Monobloc on a global market.

Planned Obsolence describes the essence 
of a broken system in which products 
are made NOT to last, on purpose. A 
perpetual cycle of buying and disposing 
is entered by a consuming world 
population. Furniture and products are 
made to be thrown away, replaced and 
not to be repaired.

Green marketing is often misleading a 
more environmentally conscious consumer 
base in the form of ‘greenwashing’. 
Big companies are taking steps in the 
right direction, but most are not yet 
committing fully, using eco products only 
as a chance to increase their sales to a 
wider consumer base.

The high cost of living means that only 
wealthier people can buy sustainably. 
And do the initial investment in longer-
lasting quality goods.

Eco Furniture Makers are (re)using waste 
materials to become an integral part of 
their furniture. Sustainability to them is 
essential to good design. The furniture 
and products they make are built to the 
highest quality, being durable and made 
to last a lifetime and even longer.

The circular economy is about reducing 
resources and becoming energy effi  cient. 
The design process starts with the end 
of a product’s lifecycle and the transition 
into a new one, perpetually reusing 
materials.

Sustainability is and should be more than 
a trend. Similar to conserving, sustaining 
means to support and keep going, and 
protect what we have. Nothing should 
be designed with an impact on humans, 
animals and nature. Everything is closely 
linked and interconnected. Change 
needs to happen (quickly), but no one 
should be left behind. Strategies need 
to be implemented where economies 
are heading away from linear streams 
without becoming unaff ordable. 
I would describe myself as being very 
aware of the many things impacting our 
environment, whilst also having to accept 
the reality of my limited monthly funds, 
forcing me to buy cheaper options that 
I know are unsustainable. I am fi ghting 
this confl ict inside, like many others, 
almost every day. This is why I truly 
believe that there is only so much that 
we can do on an individual level and that 
we as a collective, through our councils, 
organisations and governments need to 
move forward….together.

CONCLUSION
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Explain how you have defined the scope of your publication. Who is it for, why is 
the information in it important, how does it sit alongside other publications that 
already exist?  
The publication is intended to give an overview of the sustainable and less sustainable 
design methods practised in the furniture and interior design industry. It is for everyone 
interested in the field of furniture and interior design, but many of the methods that I 
write about are often found across the various design disciplines; such as product design, 
textile design, industrial design, etc. There are reoccurring themes across the board, some 
are processes of working, designing and manufacturing others deal with communication 
and marketing. Those apply to all that is design and making. The information is 
important to those who design and make, as we have a responsibility to not create more 
things impacting humans, animals and the environment. Many design students in 
particular are nowadays very aware of this issue, but still by far not everyone. I 
conducted a small survey through mentimeter.com among 4th-year Product, Digital 
Interaction and Interior Design Students , aged 18-25, with 15 responses. 
These are the answers: 

The survey was sadly not 
representative due to its low 
number of participants but 
gives a general idea, which I 
can confirm through my 
everyday studies with peers at the Art School. 
This Zine sits alongside many publications that deal with the matter of sustainability, 
sustainable design, the origins of plastic, plastic in furniture design, green marketing 
strategies, planned obsolescence, circular and linear economy. These are in most cases 
long academic papers delving into each of those topics individually in length. I have 
tried to show the whole spectrum, from the origins of plastic, its chances, its problems, 
misleading marketing, the consumer and back to its chances for small sustainable 
businesses working with it as a waste material. All alongside photographs, that have 
been given equal space to fully support the narrative and even expand the written word. 
This Zine has most strongly been influenced by the Greenpeace magazine (German 
publication) that I receive every two months. It always has a big topic it analyses 
through various articles. In most cases, it has some “good news” stories of individuals who 
make a di!erence at the beginning and then transition into the more serious, ‘disastrous’ 
problems that this month's topic is about. 
I have tried a similar approach, as I wrote about the origins, problems and good 
examples of people trying to design and make di!erent. 



Explain how you have structured your publication and handled type. What existing 
reference points have you used to shape its identity?  
It was clear that wastefulness and recycling in ‘my’ discipline is what I wanted to write 
about as I am very passionate about this topic and have been exploring recycled plastics 
as a source for my furniture in the past two years. 
I immediately broke down the topic into three subtopics; the origins of plastic (relating it 
to the furniture design industry), greenwashing and planned obsolescence, and eco-
makers/designers (and the circular economy). Whilst researching and starting to write I 
quickly realised that those are all topics that can be broken down into individual articles 
again. I have tried to create a balance between informing about the history at the start, 
showing problems and problematic design practices and balancing it out with good 
design practices and positive examples. 
The birth of Plastic, Planned Obsolescence, Green Marketing Strategies, The Consumer 
View (something that I concentrated on towards the end of my dissertation as I was 
previously more focused on designers, but is central to the topic), Eco Makers with 2 
Interviews with 2 Design/Make Studios in Scotland and Circular Economy. All are 
bracketed by an Introduction and Conclusion. 
Existing reference points for this Zines identity were the environmental magazine by 
Greenpeace, design magazines such as Frame, Domus and Icon and publications my 
father has made as a photojournalist (https://www.alabiso.de/). With all those influences 
I took inspiration from my favourite attributes of each and tried to create my Zines own 
identity, without trying to pretend to be an existing publication. 

Talk about how you have researched, taken and used images in your publication. 
What photographers or illustrators have you referenced to inform your publication? 
I have researched through the  library, a lot of online publications and physical 
magazines. As I broke down the dissertation into various subtopics I found lots of 
individual secondary research to each of them and it was more a case of identifying the 
relevant chapters. I also used my impressions from the Plastic: Remaking Our World 
exhibition which I attended at Vitra, Germany and later at V&A Dundee and the book 
accompanying the exhibition, which I had purchased back then.  
I also had first-hand experience working with recycled plastics which helped me 
understand the topic on a practical level. 
Early on I knew that I wanted to conduct interviews with designers/makers (working 
sustainably) to get primary research and I hoped for a di!erent angle on the topic itself, 
as those were people that are giving lots of thought about the topic every day and have 
built companies on those thoughts. 
I reached out to 4 companies, asking for participation in my interview; Kenoteq, Ocean 
Plastic Pots, Dra! Studios and Still Life. Sadly the first two couldn't find time for me this 
semester, but amazingly Dra! and Still Life did and were very welcoming of me and my 
prepared questions (see transcription at the end of the supporting document). 

https://www.alabiso.de/


Every photograph in this Zine has been taken by me, with all but one (me sitting on my 
chairs p.2) for the purpose of this dissertation. I looked at the style of photographs of 
other Magazines and Publications and decided to take images with low to no post-
editing, showing objects and colours as close as possible to how they are. I took 
photographs of objects in the photography studio, portraits of the designers/makers in 
their workshop and relevant street photography. I wanted to combine journalism and 
photography in this Zine into a photojournalistic publication. 

Describe the anatomy of each major article in your publication. Why are they 
important to your publication, how have you researched them (including a list of all 
the references) and how have you structured the content?  

The Birth of Plastic, the Beginning of ‘democratic’ furniture. 
Intro, history of plastics, the term plastic, polymers, bakelite, new plastics such as 
polyethylene and polypropylene, Eames Plastic Chairs, Monobloc Plastic Chair, objective 
advantages of plastic over other materials, problems rising, the impact of plastics and 
conclusion. 
Those are the themes of each paragraph in this article. This was important to lay a 
foundation at the start and get every reader on the same page about what plastics are 
while also making clear the direction of this dissertation, which is furniture and interior 
design related. 
I have researched general plastics publications, through the online library and Eames 
and Monobloc related research through the library and web. 

Planned obsolescence, unsustainable design methods. 
Intro, consumer society, single-use and societal challenges, functional and technological 
obsolescence, environmental impact, the cycle of consumption, the culture of 
consumerism, responsible design changes, survey findings and conclusion. 
Obsolescence is a term that I remember first hearing over ten years ago when Apple was 
accused of making their products break on purpose just after the warranty time had 
expired, for consumers to keep buying their products. This method, which can manifest 
itself in various ways and strengths, seemed to be showing pretty clearly the problem ‘us’ 
designers can become a part of. 
For this chapter, I solely relied on online journals and publications and a small survey 
among peers that I conducted. 

Green Marketing Strategies, is it all greenwashing? 
Intro, the term, recycled plastic, false promises, possible transformation (transparency, 
certifications and durability) and conclusion 
Greenwashing seems another one of those things that everyone is confronted with daily. 
It is all about communication, marketing and misleading consumers. Naturally, my 3 
interviewees see this trend very critically. It shows that it is not necessarily the quality of 



the product that is important but more the way it is marketed, which in my opinion is 
very dangerous to design. 
Sources are online journals handling various aspects of greenwashing. 

The Consumer View, di!erent priorities 
Intro, religious Environmentalism, Conservatism and Environmentalism, cost of living 
crisis and two-class society, conclusion. 
I wrote this article last. I previously focused on the issues of plastic, design and making 
and always just touched upon the challenges consumers face when wanting to buy 
sustainably. Through tutorials with Johanna it was clear that this plays an important role 
in the complicated world of production and consumption, therefore I dedicated a whole 
article in the centre of the Zine to this topic. It talks about the will of many to consume 
di!erently and those on a lower income who can't a!ord di!erent products. This is a 
puzzle hard to solve, which sustainable designers and makers are confronted with all the 
time. 
Sources are online journals and publications talking about cost of living crises and 
environmentalist movements 

Eco Makers, chances for small sustainable businesses 
Overview 
Intro, Interview with Aymeric, Conclusion 
Intro, Interview with Aaron and Will, Conclusion 
To have this primary research from two design/maker studios in Scotland was great to 
have. People like them have a strong influence on me and I am sure on others too. I feel 
it was very important to show how others have done it, running their company 
sustainably, often successfully and not hiding that there are struggles too. Dra! Studio 
has been recognised for material innovation by many and Still Life has just been 
commissioned to produce a range of furniture/products for the V&A permanent 
collection and displayed in the Scottish design galleries. They have a very di!erentiated 
view and have spent lots of time thinking about designing and making sustainable, but 
also marketing themselves and their creations. 

Circular Economy, A closed loop 
Intro, the essence of a circular system, positive impact, conclusion 
The Circular Economy is one of those terms that are used a lot these days when it comes 
to sustainable design. I thought it was important to explain through an article at the end 
of the Zine what exactly it is and the pros and cons of this economic model. 
There were already many online publications on this topic, so I wanted to compress the 
essence into a small article that was easily understandable. 
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Survey 1 - Findings 

Survey on Mentimeter among Interior/Product/Digital Interaction Design Students 

Stats: 15 participants, aged 18-25, design students at  

Quotes by participants to the 
continuation of the words 
Sustainable design to me means, 
that… 

… my design doesn't add any 
impact on the environment and 
reuses materials a s much a s 
possible 

… we don't send out any more 
pollutants and reduce waste. 
Plastics are already 
contaminating oceans &a!ecting animals, carbon emissions are o! the charts due to 
capitalism. Change is direly needed. 

…. The design uses materials that can be locally sourced or c a n use recycled materials. 

… It lasts a long time and is still relevant to its intended use 10- 15-20 years along the 
lifetime of the product of space created 
I am finding an alternative solution for a product or service to be greener for the 
environment 

… long lasting 

… The design has a thought process behind it that considers the environmental impact. 
The journey of the materials before and after creation and use. 

… Reusing materials when possible to get a better use out of them 

… It’s can be reuse recycled and fixed easily also does no harm to environment when 
materials are being selected 

… The design can be reused for further use 



Is there any other important thinking behind your publication? Please explain this 
here. 
This Zine was created for the purpose of my dissertation, but to me, it is much more than 
that. It is manifesting in one publication, what I am passionate about and interested in, 
sustainable design and making (predominantly furniture and spaces), whilst also 
highlighting the many issues that come from within that discipline. It is written to inform 
readers and whilst writing it, informed myself. I tried very hard to write balanced, show 
both sides in a spectrum if they existed and try to understand why certain methods and 
behaviours are practised when they have a negative impact. 

Whilst it was clear to me the requirements for the dissertation were an online submission, 
I wanted to create something physical, that felt real. In my mind, there is a huge 
di!erence between reading on screen, and reading on paper, feeling and even smelling 
the pages. From the start, I had always in mind printing several copies of this work; I 
wrote, took every image and even compiled the Zine itself, myself (see a short video, link 
to Instagram, of me compiling the Zine in a copyshop in Germany https://
www.instagram.com/p/C1IS4Nvs1NE/ ). 

https://www.instagram.com/p/C1IS4Nvs1NE/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C1IS4Nvs1NE/


Dra! Studios - Interview Questions 
1. What motivated you to create sustainable furniture? 
2. Why are you using dra! as a resource for your furniture? 
3. In which ways do you feel responsible as a designer/maker to create sustainable 
products? 
4. How does your process work? 
5. Does locality play a part in your process? 
6. How significant is sustainability to your brand/company? 
7. How significant is sustainability in your process? 
8. What does sustainability mean to you? 
9. Do you think upcycling can solve one problem whilst creating another? 
10. What message do you want to communicate by using a waste material for your 
furniture? 
11. What is your vision of your company's future? 
12. What is your outlook on our planet's future? 

Still Life - Interview Questions 
1. What motivated you to create sustainable furniture? 
2. Why are you using plastic as a resource for your furniture? 
3. In which ways do you feel responsible as a designer/maker to create sustainable 
products? 
4. How does your process work? 
5. Does locality play a part in your process? 
6. How significant is sustainability to your brand/company? 
7. How significant is sustainability in your process? 
8. What does sustainability mean to you? 
9. Do you think upcycling can solve one problem whilst creating another? 
10. What message do you want to communicate by using a waste material for your 
furniture? 
11. What is your vision of your company's future? 
12. What is your outlook on our planet's future? 



Interview Transcription - Aymeric Renoud  
24.08.2023 42:44 (min:sec) 
Camillo So question, number one, what motivated you to create sustainable furniture? 

Aymeric For me, it's not necessarily about making sustainable furniture, it's about making a 
good product. For me, any product should be sustainable and should be respectful towards the 
planet and people. Pieces of furniture are designed for people, so we should not impact them, 
their health and life. There’s a big thing at the minute where sustainable and/or green products 
are a bit of a trend. It shouldn’t really be a trend, it should be what everyone should do in a way, 
because if you were to reverse this argument, why would you focus on designing something 
impacting the planet?  
So for me, it's not so much about the sustainability aspect. It’s about creating a good product 
and putting a good product on the market. And also in terms of motivation. Well, that’s what I've 
really been passionate about, woodworking or even when I was younger, climbing trees or 
walking in the forest. I think wood is a really nice material to make stu! with. 

Camillo Why are you using dra! as a resource for your furniture?  

Aymeric Well, it started when I was at uni and I wrote my dissertation about eco-design in the 
furniture industry. Obviously, at the time I think a lot of people were thinking that when you were 
working on that type of topic, you would just be making a  chair or whatever made of paper 
mache or recycled cardboard. Obviously, I learned a lot about di!erent aspects of eco-design: 
the material approach by using waste or making sure a piece of furniture could be reused in 
another way for example if people stopped using a wooden table it could become a bookshelf, 
some sort of modularity. So I obviously found the waste aspect very interesting because every 
industry creates waste and I think as humans we totally forget about everything we produce. 
Look at those pieces of steel over there, it's totally good functional stu!, but because they're 
smaller size, they were just thrown away. I found working with waste quite interesting. I was 
passionate about whisky and beer and went to visit many distilleries and breweries. Every time I 
attended a tour I heard from the tour guys about the dra! being used for animal feeding or 
sometimes it's just left to decompose in the field. One day I woke up and just had the idea and 
started experimenting with it. And I think it's really interesting, maybe not necessarily for the 
massive distillery, but when I first contacted 71 Brewing in town and they were actually struggling 
at the time to get rid of their dra! because it wasn't a quantity big enough to attract a farmer 
to come into town with a tractor. It wasn't a big enough quantity for someone to come and pick it 
up, so it ended up in a bin. And then he started to smell as it decomposed. This being in an 
urban environment, you've got neighbours and so everyone was starting to be a bit pissed o!. 
You never really ask where does it go? You know, you drink beer and you know it's made using 
barley. I'm pretty sure 80% of the people would think that the whole barley is in there. But, you 
know, it's just the sugar and the malt extracted using water. So you've got this astonishing 
quantity of grain that could be used as a raw material. 

Camillo I think on your website it says its like almost 50,000 tonnes in Scotland alone 



Aymeric it is a bit crazy. This is from 2019/2020. When you think about it, it is mental and you 
know obviously the big distilleries have got local farmers, so they got their kind of cycle. But I 
think there is so much more that could be done with it. I'm not saying that giving it to the cows is 
a bad idea but, if you could stop chopping trees down because we are going to make a sheet 
material out of this, for me that would be way more impactful.  

Camillo In which way do you feel responsible as a designer/maker to create a sustainable 
product?  

Aymeric This goes back to the roots of design. Design is using tools and techniques to improve 
people's lives. There shouldn't be a bad design, it should not even exist. For me, design should not 
be bad and could not be bad because if you design something, it's something you spend time on 
to make sure that it's good for the planet and is good for the people. As designers and makers, 
we've got this massive responsibility because we are the ones creating this stu!. So we have if 
you make something and throw it out there, you are responsible for it.  
As a designer, I can educate people. You know, a lot of the work I do, not necessarily with dra!, 
but with kitchen, I don't use MDF. I don't use any “bad” products, but often the clients are like, 
but it's going to be really expensive. A sheet of MDF costs maybe around £60, and a sheet of 
Birch Ply around £90, if you go for the 18mm. But if you use 15mm Ply, which is more solid than 
an 18mm MDF that's only £70  so £10 more per sheet. And for a kitchen like I showed you earlier, 
you would need around 10 sheets. So you explain to your client, you’re going to pay £100 more, 
which is not much more than the overall price of the kitchen, but it's going to be a much better 
material. If you've got a leak in your kitchen, it's not going to be totally destroyed because it's 
going to be totally fine, because it's varnished and its birch ply, it's bombproof, and instead of 
MDF which would swell and warp. And so I think there's there is this idea of, yeah, educating 
people and trying to argue, well, listen, yeah, maybe you're going to be £100 more, but in the 
long run it's going to be more beneficial for you. Yeah.  

Camillo So could you break down how your process with dra! works?  

Aymeric To make dra! you obviously contact the distillery or the brewery when they mash the 
beer or whisky or gin and then I collect the grain after the mashing process. It's a massive bag of 
wet stu!, which can vary between 60 and 80% moisture content. So it's soaked. So I need to dry 
it first, which is a bit challenging sometimes and then it's mixed with a water-based binder, which 
is formaldehyde-free. Formaldehydes are really bad for our health, it’s in every glue and stu! like 
that and they keep releasing substances into the atmosphere. There were studies, that I was 
reading when I was writing my dissertation saying, that some of the most polluted places indoors 
are nurseries because all the furniture is made of curvy stu! in MDF and it’s spraypainted and it 
needs to be bomb proof and all the rest…. and they never open the window, because obviously 
you don't want kids to jump out of the window. And then you create this bubble of formaldehyde 
and all the substances are being released by your pieces of furniture, by your sofa, by your 
fabric. So it was very important for me to try to find a binder that was totally free of this and 
safe for the consumer, but also safe for me when making it. The grain mixture with binder and 
grain, I then compress under high heat and high pressure. Because it's a water-based binder, I 
need to extract the water from the mix, which is why I need heat. This transforms the water into 
steam and then the steam evaporates and once the core of the material reaches a certain 



temperature it's just solid. And then I can just use it as any other sheet metal. So the only 
downside of using this binder is, that it's not totally waterproof. Once varnished though, it's like 
an OSB board or MDF sheet.  

Camillo How does locality play a part in your process?  

Aymeric For me locality in terms of finding the raw material is the best for low CO2 emission. 
There is this idea of a 20-minute neighbourhood it's basically a city that should be designed in a 
way so that you would be a maximum of 20 minutes walking distance away from everything you 
need, so a hospital, a library, a swimming pool, shops, your work. 
So this idea of locality for me is really powerful. 
Camillo How does sustainability play a role in your process? 

Aymeric As explained before, I wouldn't work with MDF for example. I try to use European 
timber such as ash, oak and maple. I try to make stu! durable and buy the right fittings, spend a 
bit more money on better quality. It is going to last in the long run. I try to use water-based 
products. In terms of sustainability, it has become a word where it's like everything and nothing. 
Everyone uses it. But no one really knows what it is. And when you look at the world itself and 
what it means, I mean, an oil rig is sustainable in a way because sustainable means that a 
business is sustaining. So as long as it's doing well, it's sustainable. 

Camillo So what does it actually mean to you?  

Aymeric Well, for me, sustainability means nothing in everything because we use the word 
sustainability often attached to this kind of green revolution. But it isn't. As I say an oil rig is 
sustainable. A car manufacturer that's doing good is sustainable because it sustains its business. 
For me, it's more about just doing the right stu!, designing the right thing, and then going back 
to the word design. And I think for me you shouldn't design bad stu!. It shouldn't even be a 
thing. For example, I'm not necessarily saying plastic is a bad thing or oil is a bad thing, you just 
need to use it cleverly. I think. You know what, as a silly example, I'm totally fine with Lego 
making their stu! out of plastic because their stu! is not supposed to be thrown into nature or 
thrown into a bin. So why would it change that process? I think it's more about educating people. 
So yeah, I’ve got nothing against Lego making stu! out of plastic, but I've got a big issue with 
Coca-Cola being a massive producer of plastic waste. Single-use plastic is a totally di!erent 
thing. In theory, the idea of plastic is brilliant, we just need to stop the fact that it's going to end 
up in the ocean. 

Camillo Do you think upcycling can solve one problem whilst creating another one?  

Aymeric Again, it's a tricky one, because you could upcycle plastic and make something else, 
which is great. But then if this same product ends up in the ocean again, well, what's the 
solution? Obviously, it's better to reuse waste plastic to make something, than use new plastic to 
make something. 



If tomorrow, the dra! of every single distillery or brewery was used to make sheet material, the 
farmer would be pissed o!. But it's not just about that. It's about finding ways and finding an 
alternative product. You know what I mean? The Orkney chair for example, that's a chair that's 
been made in Orkney, since I don't know how many centuries or years ago, but the design of the 
chair and shape of the chair and the use of the chair were impacted by what was around. 
They’re using straws because that's what they had there. They don't have trees there, so they had 
to just make sure the wood was used in the best way. So then if you bring it back to context, I 
want to just make the most of what would be around, like the distillery, But I think the barley 
would be much more valuable than just being food for animals.  And I'm not saying animals 
don't need food, but I think it's an overall problem. It's a whole other thing. It is not really 
sustainable. When you look at the meat industry and its impact on CO2 emissions. They give 
that barley to feed that cow that then someone's going to eat. You could not eat meat, but 
you're still going to need to build your house, you are still gonna need material. Imagine a 
massive crisis, I think resources would be used much better. 

Camillo What is your vision of your company's future.  

Aymeric I want a company that respects everyone, respects its clients, respects its employees, 
respects the planet. You kind of want to stay small and to what the future for dra! in an ideal 
world, I would like to have a couple of employees working for me and just continue to be honest 
with everyone. You know,  be not necessarily profit-driven, but more experience-driven. And, you 
know, at the end of the month, yeah, everyone needs to make money. But for me as an example, I 
am able to produce/craft a kitchen or stu! like that for a fraction of the price that you would 
pay in B&Q, because it's just me. Overall iI earn around 2,500 to £3,000 a month. It's enough for 
everything. It's enough to pay the rent. That is £500 rent for the workshop, is enough to pay the 
insurance and enough to pay the loans and enough to give me a small salary. And when I say 
small, it's small. It's always this race of profit, this race of stu! and selling stu!. So if you become 
a big company then you're spending your time, spending your money on advertising, spending 
money on fees and random stu!. When I make a kitchen and then I see what is being sold in 
B&Q, I mean I'm actually shocked at, you know, the price of the thing, for how shit it is. What's 
the point? Especially now, you can make advertising really easy with Instagram for free. The 
thing for me as a  business is just trying to stay humble through your whole process. And I'd like 
to have a couple of employees, but it needs to be the right time because when you hire people, 
you have a massive responsibility. I would hate myself if I hired someone and when working here 
can feel that there is a bit of uncertainty. This person has probably kids, probably has a house 
and probably has a mortgage. So for me, it's a massive responsibility to hire someone. 

Camillo So and last question, what is your outlook on our planet's future?  

Aymeric That is a depressing one. I won't lie but we are already in a really really bad shape. And 
I mean, obviously, as humans, we adapt, you know, we are going to adapt. But I think for me, I'm 
just really struggling with the fact that you've got a report every month, every year, scientists say 
this, scientists say that and no one is really giving a fuck, no one is caring. Let’s face it. For 
COP26  in Glasgow I was contacted, they wanted me to clad a whole room using my material. 
First of all, they contacted me really late, two weeks before the opening of the thing. And I'm 
like, how many square metres do you need? Well, it's not going to happen. And then I'm like, wait 



a minute, what is it for, okay cladding the room, okay good? But then I am like,  Why should they 
do that? So you're going to use it for two days and then you get a chuck it into a bin and it's like, 
But it is a  sustainable material we want to showcase it? Well, yeah, but that goes totally against 
what I do. We don't do stu! to chuck it into a bin. And then I think for me that's, that's what is 
worrying me, there is this massive push for green stu! at the minute, but 75% of it is just fucking 
greenwashing. Maybe McDonald's could change their logo to green or like BP’s, change their 
logo to a nice yellow and green flower. People, hey don't want to change, because we are trying 
to milk everything out of this planet. Until we die, literally and then it's going to be too late. And 
you know, as an example, you go to McDonald's in France, everything is in recycled plastic or in 
paper. When you sit in, you've got a cup, it's plastic, but they keep it, wash it and give it to 
another customer. You cross the channel, which is like 20 miles, and you go to the same 
Mcdonald's or the same Starbucks, the same brand, fair enough if it's franchised, so it's a 
di!erent thing, it’s all in single-use plastic. And you're like, come on, guys. You see the 
government doing literally nothing. What did the UK government do? They banned plastic 
straws. Is that the only thing you can do? Everyone's like, it's so cool, ban the plastic straw so we 
are all happy because now we are saving turtles when we are having our cocktail on a Friday 
night with a cardboard straw and you're like, are you serious? So I think for me, I mean, I know it 
sounds really bad, but I think, really the future is not bright. Obviously, rich people will manage. 
What I am going to say might be a bit controversial, but I think in 500 years we are going to be 
seen as bad as the people that were that were doing slavery 500 years ago. You know, you really 
have to put that into context. And I think shit does not hit the fan yet because there are not too 
many refugees because of climate change yet. But I think in the next 30 years when some islands 
will totally disappear, people will need to go somewhere, people will need to move. And when you 
look at the migrant crisis now, politicians don't even know how to deal with that. So now multiply 
that, how many millions of people will have to move because their islands are underwater or 
because there is a forest fire every two months? So they can't stay. Even here in the UK, if you've 
got your house flooded in Dundee every October every year, you won't stay here. So people will 
need to move and that is going to create problems.  The future is not bright because no one 
cares. Well, people care, but not about the right thing. They care about money, care about 
making investors happy, and keeping voters happy. I think a decision needs to come from the 
top. You know, it's nice to recycle, but I'm on the verge of stopping recycling because it's pointless. 
You see the bins, they are all overflowing, it's all being blown away and end up in the Tay and 
end up in the sea. You don't even know if it's recycled. Most of it is sent to China or Turkey or 
Africa to be sorted by children, like and sorry, but you're asking me to recycle. There should be a 
policy with the producing companies like Coca-Cola to be like, you've got ten years. In ten years 
it's no plastic anymore.  And then the problem is sorted, you know, at the root. SNAP.  
It's important which role we have as designers, it’s just really easy to blame the consumer all the 
time. We are the ones having to recycle. Take your bag, do this or do that. Obviously, it's not our 
fault. Take my van, for example, putting in place that Low Emission Zone in Dundee is great, but 
that means if a client is asking me to install a kitchen and they live in the city centre, I couldn’t 
do it, because I can't drive into the low emission zone. Things need to be changed and change 
needs to be radical, but change also needs to be cleverly done.  
It needs to come from the top and start at the roots. I think in 30 years we're going to be in a 
really bad place. We are talking about people not having water, and people not having places to 
live. It's not going to be a nice place. Hopefully, we can make some changes. Every scientist says 



we should stay below 1.5 degrees and we are already on our way to 2.5 and no one cares. Its 
gonna come biting at some point and we don't really know when it is. It’s a bit scary.  

Sorry to make you depressed 

Camillo You have to be realistic. 

Aymeric I think governments should do much more. It's unbelievable. Every person in some sort 
of higher position should really question themselves. It comes back to using good design for 
everything we do. If it has a bad impact, it shouldn't exist. They should sit down at a table and 
actively think about it and look at the state of our waste management, the state of our cities 
and other things. In France in every school, college or uni, you've got the canteen. Everyone goes 
there and everyone eats there. On Perth Road, I see what's happening every lunch seven, eight, 
nine, and ten-year-old kids, that literally go to the Spar, and buy a Mars bar and a can of Iron 
Brew for lunch. That's where the problem starts, problems like using single-use plastic, but also 
the problem of bad alimentation, obesity and other health issue and then more [pressure] into 
the NHS and it's just the whole system is fucked. These are small examples of where it starts. We 
should be using design thinking design tools in everything we do in society. And I think 
unfortunately that's not what's happening. 

Camillo In our democracies it is good that governments change, but I also feel that's one of the 
biggest flaws, because as you mentioned earlier [politicians] want to be re-elected. Everything is 
very short term, but things like [tackling] climate change have to be thought in a very long term, 
over decades.  

Aymeric That's an interesting one when I was in Norway a few years ago […] literally 75% of the 
people were using electric cars. Wait a minute. How do they charge them, how do they produce 
so much electricity? I do understand Norway is a bit of a di!erent case because it's a huge 
country with loads of rivers, but I think in the nineties one politician decided that he would focus 
totally on hydroelectricity. So you know when you make electricity using turbines and.  
You may want to fact to fact-check that on Wikipedia, but I think something crazy like 95 or 99% 
of the overall production of electricity in Norway is just based on hydroelectric. Yeah. And that 
took one single individual and his government to make a decision 20 years ago to be like, okay, 
we're going to focus on that. So obviously they must have pissed o! some people. He must have 
pissed o! the coal and oil industry or but then look at Norway now, like they are auto-su#cient 
in electricity, producing green electricity. They can rely on having electric cars. Here everyone’s 
telling you to buy electric [cars], but how are you going to produce the electricity to charge, 
where are you going to charge it, you know? There's a whole infrastructure that needs to be put 
in place. It just shows that the decision needs to come from the top. We just need one individual 
well obviously, it needs to be democratic, but it just shows you that it is possible. It's really 
strange the way and [governments] don't look outside, like in another country what works well. 
I'm not saying just to copy just and you don't want every country to be the same, but there is so 
much we could learn from all those places. In the end, those responsible for it are the 
governments. I can recycle as much as I want if Coca-Cola still produces tons and tons and tons 
of single-use plastic, then what are we going to do? 
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Camillo So the first question is what motivated you to create sustainable furniture?  

Will I guess we started making wooden furniture together, we just realised that we wanted to use 
some sort of waste. I don't know if there was a particular, light bulb moment. I can't remember.  

Aaron I just remember being aware of the amount of waste around us and just wanting to kind 
of try and utilise it, reuse something, utilise some of the stu!. You see so many pieces of furniture 
getting lobbed out on the street all the time. It just didn't seem right.  

Will We were in London at the time. I think it was especially there. We have seen a lot of 
turnover of cheaply made furniture. Then we'd started making a few pieces for friends and then 
you've seen that Dave Hakkens Video. We saw that and then got down the rabbit hole.  

Aaron Yes, I think that we were thinking about trying to use some sort of waste material. I 
remember looking and thinking about paper and stu! and then came across precious plastic.  

Will Well and then others like Enzo Mari Furniture, kind of utilitarian. Our first pieces we're kind 
of inspired by Enzo Mari. You made the shelves. You made a table. I made a table. We made 
quite a lot of his pieces. And then developed the design from that into benches…. 

Camillo The next question would kind of dock onto that anyway why are you using plastic as a 
resource for your furniture? 

Aaron We were looking at waste and came across the precious plastic and thought you know 
that makes, that makes a lot of sense and, and seems like something that we could utilise within 
furniture.  

Will I think around the same time that we moved up here and we got a studio and just started 
experimenting with the plastic. It was around that time we saw in the Dave Hakkens video that 
there were loads more news and stories and articles about the Atlantic gyres and plastic 
pollution being everywhere and single-use plastics and it felt like it was definitely more and more 
getting talked about at that time. We have seen those videos and thought, yeah, this looks cool. 
Initially, we were just experimenting with the plastic we didn't straight-away start making 
furniture because it was a long process just building machines and experimenting with the 
plastic. We didn't even we were like, “We are going to make furniture”. What is this material? 
How do we make it? What can we do with it?  

Aaron That was probably really just a year of experimenting with it.  
But then we made that table for Charlotte Maria. It was a wooden table with plastic pegs to 
hold it together. That was kind of like the first, so that'd be flat packed but also was using the 
plastic. 



Camillo Question three In which ways do you feel responsible as a designer/maker to create 
sustainable products?  

Aaron I think that that's intrinsic to design. I think if you're designing things without thinking 
about the object's lifecycle then it is bad design. 
You're not designing it well if you're not thinking about the life of the product.  
It is irresponsible to design otherwise, I mean, obviously, people still are doing that, well the 
majority of things that are made.  

Will Design that doesn't think about the material, what the material is you're making [things] 
out of, and what's going to happen to it afterwards. These are the first two things that we think 
about, before, how expensive is it gonna be, what is it for and what it is gonna look like. 
It certainly has to be circular and recyclable or compostable. 

Aaron Repairable. 

Will Repairable, reusable, recyclable.  

Aaron We went to the London Design Festival a few weeks ago and there's loads of cool stu! 
that we saw but still, a lot of it is made not to be repaired.  
A secondary thing most of the time.  

Will Greenwashing. 
It's definitely a hot topic. I think you can appear sustainable easily. It’s a lot easier to appear 
sustainable than it is to actually be sustainable. I think you can see it a lot in huge companies.  

Aaron You see a sea-plastic football shirt, you know but it's made from 2% recycled plastic. It's 
just a batch they can put on, that’s just greenwashing. 
That's capitalism, isn't it? Giant corporations being like, ooh, this is what people care about at 
the moment, let’s make trainers out of fishing nets but will make them still non-recyclable objects.  
I guess a lot of the thing with making something responsibly and or sustainably is that it often 
makes a product more expensive. The hard thing is convincing people that it's worth more money. 
Worth spending money on something that's going to last a lifetime rather than, you know, buying 
something cheap and then having to buy again. But that's something that we've not figured out 
the best way of doing. 

Will Everyone's so used to just buying a cheap thing and replacing it each year. 
Societal change that has to happen in the way we view objects.  
It’s learning behaviour.  
It's not that long ago people would, wouldn't throw things away, they would repair them you 
know and it's only after the war and a lot to do with plastic is why we've we've learned this.  
There's an amazing quote from the head of the Plastics Foundation in America and he's talking 
in their conference in the late forties or fifties and in his opening speech he said the future of 
plastic is in the trash can. And it's like his whole speech about basically making these plastic 



bottles and convincing people to throw things away. That is sad, when you go to the design 
festival and people say stu! is sustainable but if you look a bit deeper then it's just at the 
surface. 

Camillo Could you just break down how your process works?  

Aaron We collect bottle tops and plastic from a couple of businesses in our local area. We get a 
lot of film canisters from the film processing lab on our street, and then we bring it back to our 
workshop and we sort through it, and select the right plastic type that we use, which is HDPE 
and LDPE. And then, depending on what we're making, separate it by colour depending on what 
we want the product to look like. Sometimes we shred the plastic and then kind of then the next 
stage, once we have done it, we clean it as well. Yeah, simple. And once. But once we have clean 
the plastic, we then melt it in an aluminium mould and then pressing it in a hydraulic press. 
Then once that's cooled, you have the kind of newly formed piece of plastic, could be a stool top. 
They have to have some excess we call it splurge, which is like some of the excess plastic that we 
trim o! and then reuse in future pieces and then we will do a bit of that. So for for making a 
stool, we then mark up the stool to drill the holes in, then thread them, then finish the stool top 
with sanding. Yeah. And then the other side would be to turn the legs on the lathe and then 
thread them and then oil them.  
And there you go, finished. 
That's 500 steps. So that is to one product, I guess that's the one, that's the kind of most 
complicated product for making a dish or something that's a, you know, fewer steps. Yeah, that's 
kind of the that's kind of it broken down.  
I should have had my script.  

Camillo Does or how does locality play a part in your process? 

Will We use film canisters from that film lab across the road over there. Yeah. 
You know, it would be quite, it would be really interesting to relocate to a di!erent area or a 
di!erent city. Well the kinds of plastic we would get would be di!erent, I imagine it would be.  

Aaron  Locality is important, we use solely Scottish hardwood. Rather than getting imported 
timber. Yeah. Removing trees in another country to supply us with something.  
Like in Britain, we import 80 per cent of our timber because of, like, these international 
standards that are placed upon things. And also a lot of I think is how design has evolved well in 
architecture how people use concrete, which is like obviously an amazing material for building 
with, but it's really unsustainable. But the way you can build with it, people become so 
accustomed to that. So then the other materials say a length of timber needs to be way longer 
than most of the timber that grows in Britain. Whereas if, if you built more to like a scale that we 
would have in the past, no, these vast open spaces where you know where you can, that you can 
have by using concrete and steel, but that all that material comes from, you know, other parts of 
the world. Yeah. So.  

So, yeah, we're trying to ask we're trying to make things out of the materials that are here, but 
as locally as possible.  



Without buying anything from all over the shop.  

Will We'd love to be able to source timber from Glasgow, but because there's not like there are 
loads of trees, especially ash, like thousands of ash trees will be chopped down in Glasgow, but 
there's not a link between the council and a sawmill here, a lot of it will just end up being 
chipped or, or put in a furnace. So which is really, you know, it's sad. It's a real shame that there 
can't be a more. I don't know. Yeah, I guess it would be a more circular system because also the 
council could, if they had their own sawmill, they could earn money selling the wood and it's, 
they've got the space. It doesn't, Yeah. It doesn't make sense for it to be. I guess I'd see it as 
being wasted. There’s a lot of good timber that the people would use, but yeah. Yeah. But you 
know we get all our timber from um, it's just, it's about 45 minute drive and they only get the 
trees from within a  20 miles radius of there so. Yeah. It's good. It's a good story, really? 
Yesterday. First, can I say that?  

Camillo How significant is sustainability to your brand/company? 

Aaron Yeah, I think it's intrinsic. Yeah. It's the first thing we think about when we're designing, we 
consider and look at the products that we make and think about how we can make it better. 

Camillo There's the next question is relatively related to that. How significant is sustainability in 
your process? 

Aaron I mean, it would be possible to run everything we do on, you know, renewable energy. 
Yeah. And that is, you know, a lot of Scotland's energy electricity comes from wind. If we had 
loads of money we could just go and build a workshop, then we could build it with solar panels 
and a wind turbine and everything could be from renewable sources. But yeah, but that's not, you 
know simply as that 

Will You know, that's something to aim for, isn't it.  

Aaron But it's not attainable right now. But yeah I mean so it’s definitely something we think 
about and you aim towards. 
I guess, like it said, things that are out of our control. You're dependent on the grid now which is 
like most, I think on a windy day Scotland is fully renewable pretty much.  

But because it is connected to the rest of Britain. If the energy created by Scotland would only 
supply Scotland, then we'd be way more renewable than the rest of Britain. In the South 
especially is a lot of the electricity is from gas-powered power plants and then quite a bit from 
nuclear power.  

Camillo The word sustainability. So yeah, used a lot in many di!erent ways. What does that 
mean to you?  

I guess we were talking about that just before we started the interviews that well for us is it, it's 
obviously the, you know, being sustainable and using waste and being responsible with materials 



and things like that. But then for trying to support to people like trying to earn a living as well as 
that, you have to think about how you can, you know sustain yourselves and your company.  

Will We pay ourselves, but also keep ourselves happy and, you know, have the right balance. You 
know, and then also keep yourself inspired as well as like this. So it's all kind of everything's 
linked in that way. Sustaining ourselves and our families, but also the, I guess that company and 
then within that being responsible with what we make. Yeah. That's the kind of it 

Camillo Do you think upcycling can solve one problem while creating another? 

Aaron Yeah, we do see it within the precious plastic movement, products that people mostly 
make are kind of keyrings and small things that probably don't have a very long lifespan will 
end back up in the recycling. And I guess it's like, well, it's tricky. It's like they're using waste is, 
but not in a responsible way. I think there's definitely part of it where you're starting a 
conversation by having a product like that, but you're maybe not thinking about the lifespan of 
that object. Yeah. Yeah. People are making stu! casting things in resin and you're creating a new 
material that's non-recyclable. Yeah. And that is just a complete contradiction to the reason for 
doing it, you know. 

Will Like it's tricky because you want people to get interested in it and, like, learn about it and 
like, doing workshops or whatever where you make, like, carabiners. Yeah, it's good to show the 
process of recycling and that's like, you know, part of the whole ethos is basic is that introducing 
more people to upcycling. 
But, I just  think basic plastic isn't the right material to make a carabiner. 

Aaron You had one. Someone gave you a plastic one and it broke straightaway. Yeah. It's not a 
yeah, it's not the right material.  

Will Good intentions and but it wasn’t made well.  

Aaron Basically we are thinking about the object after its end of life. There’s this Native 
American idea of seventh-generation thinking, right? So like, you make something and then you 
think about, well, what are seven generations in the future are going to have to do with that? 
And I think that's a good thing to apply to anything. 

Camillo What message do you want to communicate by using waste material for your furniture? 

Will Well, I guess responsible material usage. Like making objects that are longlasting, 
repairable. 
We try and be open with people, you know, about how we do it. Yeah.  
And I guess to give the customer, the consumer the, you know, choice to buy something that's not 
made in a factory. Yeah, well, I make them think about what they're buying and who they're 
buying it from. And where it comes from.  



Camillo What is your vision of your company's future?  

Will We'd like to make bigger pieces.  
Yeah. You know, tables and, and stools and I mean benches and, but then also I think would be, 
would love to be able to, um, you know, do like you're talking about like a café fit out and stu! 
like that.  

Aaron Projects that would be more than just one object. A whole sort of range. 

Will And then sort of short term, I guess it's time to try to do these workshops.  
Because I think we've realised that, you know, we making stu! by hand means that your products 
had to be a certain price and unless you're pumping out hundreds and hundreds of things. So 
that just obviously eliminates some people who can't a!ord your products. So doing the workshop 
is a way we'd hopefully be able to connect with a broader audience. 

Yeah. Yeah.  

Camillo Could you quickly explain what kind of workshops you want to o!er? 

Will We haven't perfected it yet, but we're trying to come up with say, like a lamp-building 
workshop where people would come in for a couple of days or something and they would come in 
and we would do a bit of plastic recycling and show them our process, and then they would all 
build a lamp and go away, each with the finished product. 

Aaron Make bigger stu!. Have a shot on a sheet.  
You know, it also would just be nice if we could just pay ourselves properly. That'd be great. Yeah.  

Will Yeah. Sustainability. For ourselves and everyone else.  
It is hard running a business. And I think I think it's actually to get to a level where you can pay 
to people properly. It's quite hard because you can't necessarily make twice as many things, but 
because there's a lot of the jobs of running a business are made easier and more fun because it's 
a shared load, but manufacturing making things isn't necessarily twice as fast. 

Camillo What is your outlook on our planet's future?  

Aaron We're just stuck in global systems. And I can't see a way that they're going to change as 
quick as they need to, to reach even the targets of, you know, the governments aren't even going 
to reach their own targets.  

Will Politicians, they're in it to become powerful and rich or whatever. They're not often in it for 
the reasons you'd hope. These people are making the decisions that can a!ect us all. I think that 
change is going to happen, but I think it's happening on smaller, smaller scales, for example, 
more localised, within cities, they are changing things faster than the government of the country, 
you know.  



Councils have more ambitious aims than the actual government, maybe that will push change. I 
think we can maybe get somewhere. Yeah, I don't know. The more you think about it, it's just 
bleak, but giving up isn't really an option either. But it's hard to know what's going to happen 
because changes are on the way. I think we are living in a time where there's going to be the 
most amount of change over a short amount of time. And I think maybe things will reach a peak 
in our lifetime and then maybe things escalate and even out in the future. It's hard when you 
have a kid and you think about that.  

Aaron De-growth is really the only way. 
But that goes against capitalism, which is the dominant force around. People still think that 
capitalism will save us all and it's actually going to kill us all. Yeah. So there's going to be yet 
some kind of reckoning, that sounds a bit biblical. 




